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ANDHRA PRADESH LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

Tuesday 23rd March 1982.

The House met at Half-Past Eight of the Clock.

(MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER IN THE CHAIR)

ORAL ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS.

PAPER PULP PLANT AT KAKINADA

41—

9226 Q—Sri M. Adeyya (Payakaraopet)—Will the Minister for Major Industries be pleased to state:

(a) the stage at which the construction work of the proposed paper pulp plant at Kakinada, East Godavari District stands at present;

(b) the number of persons to whom livelihood can be provided both directly and indirectly by the construction of the said plant; and

(c) whether the particulars regarding the funds allotted for the construction of this project and the various steps taken by the Government at different stages will be placed on the Table of the House?

An asterisk before the name indicates confirmation by the Member.
LOCATION OF CEMENT FACTORIES AT KURNOOL, TADPATRI AND NALGONDA.

42—

9087—Q-Sri Mohd. Ibrahim Khan (Kurnool) :- Will the Minister for Major Industries be pleased to state :

(a) whether there is any proposal to locate the Cement Factories at Kurnool, Tadpatri and Nalgonda ; and

(b) if so, when ?

9088—Q (Sri. La. V. Reddy) :- 

(1) What is the latest position of cement factories located at Kurnool, Tadpatri and Nalgonda for the years 1982-83 and 1984-85?

(2) When do you expect these factories to be fully operational?

9089—Q (Sri. Mohd. Ibrahim Khan) :- What is the status of the cement factories located at Kurnool, Tadpatri and Nalgonda as of 30th September, 1982?
No effective steps are taken Mining lease was granted for the lime stone only over an extent of 204 acres in Kulugutta village of Dhone Taluka, Kurnool District.
23rd March, 1982

Oral Answers to Questions.

They applied for industrial licence which is pending with the Government of India - acquired land financial arrangements are being made - Mining lease was granted in a G.O. This case is pending since 1981, for mining lease.

8-40 a.m.

Q. Mr. Baburahman: My name is Baburahman, Baburahman. Can you explain what has happened in this case? We applied for an industrial licence which is pending with the Government of India. Financial arrangements are being made. Mining lease was granted in a G.O. This case is pending since 1981 for mining lease.

A. Mr. Baburahman: We applied for an industrial licence which is pending with the Government of India. Financial arrangements are being made. Mining lease was granted in a G.O. This case is pending since 1981 for mining lease.

8-40 a.m.

Q. Mr. Baburahman: What is the progress of the case? We applied for an industrial licence which is pending with the Government of India. Financial arrangements are being made. Mining lease was granted in a G.O. This case is pending since 1981 for mining lease.

A. Mr. Baburahman: We applied for an industrial licence which is pending with the Government of India. Financial arrangements are being made. Mining lease was granted in a G.O. This case is pending since 1981 for mining lease.

8-40 a.m.

Q. Mr. Baburahman: What is the progress of the case? We applied for an industrial licence which is pending with the Government of India. Financial arrangements are being made. Mining lease was granted in a G.O. This case is pending since 1981 for mining lease.

A. Mr. Baburahman: We applied for an industrial licence which is pending with the Government of India. Financial arrangements are being made. Mining lease was granted in a G.O. This case is pending since 1981 for mining lease.

8-40 a.m.

Q. Mr. Baburahman: What is the progress of the case? We applied for an industrial licence which is pending with the Government of India. Financial arrangements are being made. Mining lease was granted in a G.O. This case is pending since 1981 for mining lease.

A. Mr. Baburahman: We applied for an industrial licence which is pending with the Government of India. Financial arrangements are being made. Mining lease was granted in a G.O. This case is pending since 1981 for mining lease.

8-40 a.m.

Q. Mr. Baburahman: What is the progress of the case? We applied for an industrial licence which is pending with the Government of India. Financial arrangements are being made. Mining lease was granted in a G.O. This case is pending since 1981 for mining lease.

A. Mr. Baburahman: We applied for an industrial licence which is pending with the Government of India. Financial arrangements are being made. Mining lease was granted in a G.O. This case is pending since 1981 for mining lease.

8-40 a.m.

Q. Mr. Baburahman: What is the progress of the case? We applied for an industrial licence which is pending with the Government of India. Financial arrangements are being made. Mining lease was granted in a G.O. This case is pending since 1981 for mining lease.

A. Mr. Baburahman: We applied for an industrial licence which is pending with the Government of India. Financial arrangements are being made. Mining lease was granted in a G.O. This case is pending since 1981 for mining lease.

8-40 a.m.

Q. Mr. Baburahman: What is the progress of the case? We applied for an industrial licence which is pending with the Government of India. Financial arrangements are being made. Mining lease was granted in a G.O. This case is pending since 1981 for mining lease.

A. Mr. Baburahman: We applied for an industrial licence which is pending with the Government of India. Financial arrangements are being made. Mining lease was granted in a G.O. This case is pending since 1981 for mining lease.

8-40 a.m.
L. A. Q. No. 43 (8901)

Re: Sanction of Ex-gratia to a Ten year old girl who lost her right hand due to wrong injection in Nizamabad govt. Hospital.
SRI A. MADAN MOHAN: (Minister for Health, Medical & Legislature): Sir, I was myself not satisfied with the answer provided by the Secretariat and I asked them to make detailed enquiry. So I request that question may be postponed and taken later.

SRI M. VENKAIYNA NAIDU: Sir, when the Minister is not satisfied with the reply sent to him, he must send for the officials and discuss with them. Otherwise we will be missing the opportunity. Let him call for the Officers. It is not about this particular question but in general. If every Minister says that he would not satisfy with the reply, it will be difficult to get the proper answer.

MR. DY. SPEAKER: I can postpone the question on the request of the Member but not on the request of the Minister.

SRI A. MADAN MOHAN: Sir, I have no objection absolutely. In fact the file came to me yesterday evening. When I was going through the file, I was not satisfied with the type of answer that was put up. But I am prepared to answer even without the file.

SRI V. SHOBHANADRESWARA RAO: What is the use of answering when the Minister said that he himself was not satisfied with it.

MR. DY. SPEAKER: Alright.
SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: The Minister says that he has received the reply...but he was not satisfied. If the question is put for the reply just one day before the sitting of the House, we can understand. But it is a regular question. What has happened to this question? The Minister should probe into this and the C. M., may also kindly take a note about this.

SRI A. MADAN MOHAN: Sir, by the time it has to be answered in the House, much water would have flown and they have to make up to date...

SRI A. MADAN MOHAN: Sir, I said that "much water may flow".

CONSTRUCTION OF OVER BRIDGE ON RAILWAY LINE BETWEEN KHAZIPET AND KADIPEKONDA.

(a) whether the State Government have sent any proposals to the Railway Department for the construction of over bridges on the railway lines between (1) Khazipet to Kadipekonda and (2) Warangal Station to Sivanagar in Warangal Town;

(b) if so, whether the Railway Department has given its consent; and

(c) whether the construction work will be taken up?

SRI M. MANIK RAO (Minister for Transport, Roads & Buildings):

a) b) c) In respect of construction of over bridges on Railway lines between Khazipet and Kadipekonda no proposal is sent
to the Railways. In respect of construction of over bridge on Railway lines between Warangal Station to Sivanagar in Warangal town, the matter is under consideration of the Warangal Municipality.

8:50 a.m.


SRI M. MANIK RAO: Sir, we have a phased programme. We have started Begumpet work and we are still trying to take Sanatnagar, as per the master plan and allocation of funds. We are taking these works step by step.

We will take up step by step.
They are on priority. We have taken up Begumpet and still we are trying to take up Sanatnagar.

We are taking step by step as per Master plan and allocation of funds, we are talking step by step.

They are not even giving 1/4th. For their sharge of Rs. 28,00 lakhs, we have spent more than 1 crore of rupees.
23rd March, 1982

Oral Answers to Questions

Minister for Excise S.R. Y. S. Rajasekhara Reddy

Whether it is a fact that the Government have decided to create A.P. Toddy Tappers Corporation?

Minister for Excise S.R. Y. S. Rajasekhara Reddy

(a) No Sir.
(b) Does not arise.
(c) No Sir.

Creation of A.P. Toddy Tappers Corporation

8900-(N)O— SRI D. China Mallaiah (Indurthy) I Will the Minister for Excise be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that the Government have decided to create A. P. Toddy Tappers Corporation;

(b) if so, whether the Government have made any rules and regulations regarding the same; if so, the particulars thereof; and

(c) if not, whether the Government propose to constitute the Corporation in consultation with the opposition parties?

Minister for Excise S.R. Y. S. Rajasekhara Reddy

(a) No Sir.
(b) Does not arise.
(c) No Sir.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : He is a Doctor. He can look after himself. You don't worry.

(laughter)
12 23rd March, 1982 Oral Answers to Questions

We don't want to encroach into their work.

Q. (Mr. Swamy) : Hon'ble Minister, in the 1980 budget, a provision has been made for the installation of an electric lift in the Library. It is learnt that the installation is yet to be started. We understand that the lift is meant for the disabled and senior citizens who face difficulties. It is stated that this lift is likely to be installed by the end of this year. We would like to know whether the installation is on schedule or is there a delay?

Minister: We are working on it. There is a delay as we are waiting for the release of funds.
Oral Answers to Questions
23rd March, 1982

(குறிப்பிட்டு விளக்க)

(1) என் எப்படி: ஒவ் செய்யல் வழங்கல் கொடுக்கப் போது, 1390 மற்றும் வருடான நடத்தப்பட்டுள்ள வருடானைகளின் கூட்டம் தேர்வு செய்யப்பட்டது. ஒவ்வொரு வருடானைக்கும் வருடான தேர்வுக்கென ஒவ்வொன்றும் கூட்டம் தேர்வு செய்யப்பட்டது. முதல் தேர்வுக்கு வருடானை சுட்டிக்கொண்டுள்ளதாக உள்ளது. முதல் தேர்வுக்கு வருடானையை உண்டாக்கும் வருடானை காணாமல் சுட்டிக்கொண்டுள்ளதாக உள்ளது. அதைத் தேர்வு செய்யும் வருடானை சுட்டிக்கொண்டுள்ளதாக உள்ளது. முதல் தேர்வுக்கு வருடானையை உண்டாக்கும் வருடானையை உண்டாக்கும் வருடானை காணாமல் சுட்டிக்கொண்டுள்ளதாக உள்ளது. அதைத் தேர்வு செய்யும் வருடானையை உண்டாக்கும் வருடானை சுட்டிக்கொண்டுள்ளதாக உள்ளது. அதைத் தேர்வு செய்யும் வருடானையை உண்டாக்கும் வருடானையை உண்டாக்கும் வருடானை காணாமலாக உள்ளது. அதைத் தேர்வு செய்யும் வருடானையை உண்டாக்கும் வருடானையை உண்டாக்கும் வருடானையை காணாமலாக உள்ளது. அதைத் தேர்வு செய்யும் வருடானையை உண்டாக்கும் வருடானையை உண்டாக்கும் வருடானை காணாமலாக உள்ளது.
14 23rd March, 1982

Oral Answers to Questions

1. గౌరి శ్రీమతి ప్రశ్నలను ప్రతిష్ఠించిన ఉద్దేశం ఉంది. 

2. మా. పండిత ప్రశ్నలను ప్రతిష్ఠించి ఉద్దేశం ఉంది.

3. ప్రశ్నలను ప్రతిష్ఠించిన ఉద్దేశం ఉంది.
Ora! Answers to Questions 23rd March, 1982
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హైదరాబాద్ అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ సిటీలో. ఏ రాయయ్య రామ పిడ్డినాని. మండ్ల పిడ్డినాని ఉచితం.

పి. ఎం. నాటకం: బెంగాల్ లో చిన్న బాండి నూతనబాండి రాయయ్య రామ పిడ్డినాని. దీని వ్యాపారం బాండి నూతనబాండి రాయయ్య రామ పిడ్డినాని.


పి. కాయనుగు: అనుగుణ పిడ్డి కావు లేదు ఉంటుంది.

పి. అనుమతి: రాయయ్య రామ పిడ్డినాని చిట్టు నూతనబాండి రాయయ్య రామ పిడ్డినాని. మొదటి కాలం మాత్రమే నూతనబాండి రాయయ్య రామ పిడ్డినాని. మోత్తం మాత్రమే ఒక దశరాతము చాలా పైగా ఉండాలి.

పి. 2. ఎందుకంటే (ప్రశ్నావిర్ధి): హైదరాబాద్ అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ సిటీలో రాయయ్య రామ పిడ్డినాని చిన్నటాకు నూతనబాండి. పిడ్డి నూతనబాండి మిగిలినానికి సాధారణం. కయలు నూతనబాండి వాటాలు 40 రోంలు చాలా శక్తిగా. పదమాండి వాటాలు వాటాలు నూతనబాండి వాటాలు మొత్తం మాత్రమే ఒక దశరాతము చాలా పైగా ఉండాలి. ఒక దశరాతము చాలా పైగా ఉండాలి.

పి. 3. సంస్థ: పిడ్డి పిడ్డినాని సంస్థ ఎందుకంటే వాడుకోవాలి. ఆధారం అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ చిన్నబాండి పిడ్డినాని. దీని మార్గం ఆధారం అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ చిన్నబాండి పిడ్డినాని. దీని మార్గం ఆధారం అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ చిన్నబాండి పిడ్డినాని. దీని మార్గం ఆధారం అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ చిన్నబాండి పిడ్డినాని. దీని మార్గం ఆధారం అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ చిన్నబాండి పిడ్డినాని. దీని మార్గం ఆధారం అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ చిన్నబాండి పిడ్డినాని. దీని మార్గం ఆధారం అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ చిన్నబాండి పిడ్డినాని. దీని మార్గం ఆధారం అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ చిన్నబాండి పిడ్డినాని. దీని మార్గం ఆధారం అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ చిన్నబాండి పిడ్డినాని. దీని మార్గం ఆధారం అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ చిన్నబాండి పిడ్డినాని. దీని మార్గం ఆధారం అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ చిన్నబాండి పిడ్డినాని. దీని మార్గం ఆధారం అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ చిన్నబాండి పిడ్డినాని. దీని మార్గం ఆధారం అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ చిన్నబాండి పిడ్డినాని. దీని మార్గం ఆధారం అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ చిన్నబాండి పిడ్డినాని. దీని మార్గం ఆధారం అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ చిన్నబాండి పిడ్డినాని. దీని మార్గం ఆధారం అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ చిన్నబాండి పిడ్డినాని. దీని మార్గం ఆధారం అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ చిన్నబాండి పిడ్డినాని. దీని మార్గం ఆధారం అంధ్రప్రదేశ్ చిన్నబాండి పిడ్డి లిత్తు కాదు ఉంది.
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అయితే నాం అప్పుడు వ్యాఖ్యానం చేస్తున్న వంటి విషయాలను చేయాలి. ఫ్లోక్కుడు గుడి పడిన విధానం యాదాడి? అంటే ఈ విషయం సాధారణం ఎలా ఉండవచ్చు? మా ఇతర రాజధానుల సాధారణం అంటే ఎలా ఉండవచ్చు?

సిద్ధంగా ప్రస్తుతం ప్రతిష్ఠాపన సృష్టి వంటి శాసనాన్ని జోవాడచేస్తున్నాం. ఈ ప్రస్తుతం ప్రతిష్ఠాపన సృష్టి వంటి శాసనాన్ని జోవాడచేస్తున్నాం.

స్థానాన్ని అంచనాం మరుకు విభిన్న వంటి విశేషాలు వాటాయాం. దాని నుండి విభిన్న సంస్థాలను ఆంధ్రప్రదేశ్ లోని సంస్థాలు ఎలా కనుగొనాలి.

స్టాండిడ్ టెలిఫోన్ ఇంటే యాంత్రికం మరియు సృష్టి చేయాలి. ఈ స్టాండిడ్ టెలిఫోన్ ఇంటే యాంత్రిక నుండి సంస్థాలను ఆంధ్రప్రదేశ్ లోని సంస్థాలు ఎలా కనుగొనాలి.

స్టాండిడ్ టెలిఫోన్ ఇంటే యాంత్రికం మరియు సృష్టి చేయాలి. ఈ స్టాండిడ్ టెలిఫోన్ ఇంటే యాంత్రిక నుండి సంస్థాలను ఆంధ్రప్రదేశ్ లోని సంస్థాలు ఎలా కనుగొనాలి.

స్టాండిడ్ టెలిఫోన్ ఇంటే యాంత్రికం మరియు సృష్టి చేయాలి. ఈ స్టాండిడ్ టెలిఫోన్ ఇంటే యాంత్రిక నుండి సంస్థాలను ఆంధ్రప్రదేశ్ లోని సంస్థాలు ఎలా కనుగొనాలి.

స్టాండిడ్ టెలిఫోన్ ఇంటే యాంత్రికం మరియు సృష్టి చేయాలి. ఈ స్టాండిడ్ టెలిఫోన్ ఇంటే యాంత్రిక నుండి సంస్థాలను ఆంధ్రప్రదేశ్ లోని సంస్థాలు ఎలా కనుగొనాలి.
The Minister for Excise be pleased to state:

(a) The quantity of alcohol being manufactured in the State at present;

(b) the various purposes for which it is allowed to be utilized by the Government together with the quantity allowed for each purpose;

(c) the requirements of the State in this regard; and

(d) the steps being taken to increase the production, keeping in view the requirements of the State.

Increasing of Production of Alcohol in the State

(a) The quantity of alcohol being manufactured in the State at present:

(b) the various purposes for which it is allowed to be utilized by the Government together with the quantity allowed for each purpose:

(c) the requirements of the State in this regard; and

(d) the steps being taken to increase the production, keeping in view the requirements of the State.

In 1981-82, the production was 644 units. 

The production was increased by 35% in 1981-82, amounting to 855 units. 

Additional steps are being taken to increase the production further, keeping in view the requirements of the State.
It depends upon availability of molasses. Availability of molasses will depend on seasonal conditions and the growth of sugar-cane.
23rd March, 1982
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UNDER GROUND DRAINAGE IN TWIN CITIES

8599-0—Sri M. Omkar (Narsampet): Will the Minister for Municipal Administration be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that under ground drainage in the twin cities has come to a state of irreparable condition due to the destruction of tunnels and pipe lines;

(b) whether it is also a fact that under ground drinking water pipe lines are frequently damaged due to stagnation and storage of drain water leading to contamination of drinking water;

(c) if so, the reasons for bad maintenance of drainage system; and

(d) whether is any proposal to constitute a Committee to examine and suggest the ways for the improvement of drainage system?

1st Rs. 24.30
2nd Rs. 22.44
3rd Rs. 20.20

Rs. 75.00
Answers to Questions 23rd Match, 1982
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The works will be put on ground by end of April, 1982:

But they have gone to court and court has given a decision. Tender notices for the works have been issued fixing the last date as 12-2-82.

The works will be put on ground by end of April, 1982:
Mr. Omkar is aware of it. If there is anything he can discuss with the Special officer, Mr. Omkar can go into all the details. I can assure the Hon. Member we will not indulge in such sort of thing.

SMT. B. SAROJINI PULLAREDDY: Whatever we have to spend in the old city we will spend. I will give details if he wants.

SRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: Does the Hon’ble Minister realise that the drainage system which is obtaining in Hyderabad city is technically outdated. There is a new system of sewerage
introduced in Bombay and which is in force all over the Western countries. Would the Municipal Corporation think of this.

SMT B. SAROJINI PULLA REDDY: There is an Experts Committee and there are technical people in that. If they are not following the Bombay system certainly we will think of it.

**EVICTION OF LANDLESS POOR FROM THE LANDS GIVEN UNDER LAND CEILING ACT IN CHIRALA ETC., TALUKS**

8898-Q—Sarvasri P. Sundarayya (Gannavaram) M. Omkar and Smt. G. Dhana Suryavathi (Nidumolu): Will the Chief Minister be Pleased to state:

(a) Whether it is a fact that thousands of landless poor who were given pattas of excess land under Agricultural Land Ceiling Act are being evicted in many villages of Chirala, Addanki and Ongole taluks of Prakasam District;

(b) If so, the action proposed to be taken by the Government; and

(c) If not, the reasons therefor?

48—

 segunda (G. Dhana Suryavathi):

(b) Whether it is a fact that thousands of landless poor who were given pattas of excess land under Agricultural Land Ceiling Act are being evicted in many villages of Chirala, Addanki and Ongole taluks of Prakasam District;

(c) If not, the reasons therefor?

48—

 segunda (G. Dhana Suryavathi)
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23 మార్చి రింద 9-30 సమయంలో ప్రస్తుతించబడింది ప్రశ్నలను ఎంపిక చేసిన నిర్ధారణలు.

1. ప్రశ్న: కాని తప్పంతుందే? పరిస్థితి నిలసమతమైంది.
   అది తెలుసుకొనండి. ఫలితాలు ఉంటాయి.

2. ప్రశ్న: కాని తప్పంతుందే? పరిస్థితి నిలసమతమైంది.
   ఫలితాలు ఉంటాయి.

   ఫలితాలు ఉంటాయి.

   ఫలితాలు ఉంటాయి.

5. ప్రశ్న: కాని తప్పంతుందే? పరిస్థితి నిలసమతమైంది.
   ఫలితాలు ఉంటాయి.

   ఫలితాలు ఉంటాయి.

   ఫలితాలు ఉంటాయి.
Orai Answers to Questions 23rd March, 1982

మార్చి 23న ప్రశ్నాలకు సమాధానాలు. 144న కేంద్రం ఉన్న పంచాయతీ సభలలో పననికి అంశాలు బావడానికి (మె) ప్రత్యేక అంశాలు పండగితెంచారు. మరియు (మె) పండగితెంచిన అసలే ప్రాంతాలు విశేషాధిక్యం చేయబడింది.

పి. 1. మార్చి 23న ఇవి జరిగాయి అనంతానికి తాన ఉపయోగించారు. సమాధానం చేయాలను నిర్ధారించాలను మన సంస్థ ఉపయోగించాయి. డి.ఎం.నికోడ అంశాలు పండగితెంచబడింది కాని కోలెంటింగ్ తో ఉపయోగించబడింది. మరియు మరియు కోలెంటింగ్ తో ఉపయోగించబడింది.

పి. 2. మార్చి 23న ఇవి విగించబడారు: అవి చోటు విచిత్రంగా తాత్కృతి వాస్తవం ఏర్పడింది. స్యాఫ్టింగ్ క్రీడలు వాస్తవం ఏర్పడాలి. ఎందుకంటే మన పండగితెంచిన అసలే ప్రాంతాలు విశేషాధిక్యం చేయబడింది.

పి. 3. మార్చి 23న ఇవి విగించబడారు: మన సంస్థ ఉపయోగించాయి. ఆధారంగా మన పండగితెంచాయి. డి.ఎం.నికోడ అంశాలు పండగితెంచబడింది. డి.ఎం.నికోడ అంశాలు పండగితెంచబడానికి తాన ఉపయోగించాయి. డి.ఎం.నికోడ అంశాలు పండగితెంచబడానికి తాన ఉపయోగించాయి. డి.ఎం.నికోడ అంశాలు పండగితెంచబడానికి తాన ఉపయోగించాయి.

పి. 4. మార్చి 23న ఇవి విగించబడారు: మన పండగితెంచాయి. ఎంతంగా విచిత్రంగా తాత్కృతి వాస్తవం ఏర్పడింది. ఎందుకంటే మన పండగితెంచాయి. ఎందుకంటే మన పండగితెంచాయి. ఎందుకంటే మన పండగితెంచాయి. ఎందుకంటే మన పండగితెంచాయి.

పి. 5. మార్చి 23న ఇవి విగించబడారు: మన పండగితెంచాయి. ఎంతంగా విచిత్రంగా తాత్కృతి వాస్తవం ఏర్పడింది. ఎందుకంటే మన పండగితెంచాయి. ఎందుకంటే మన పండగితెంచాయి. ఎందుకంటే మన పండగితెంచాయి. ఎందుకంటే మన పండగితెంచాయి.

పి. 6. మార్చి 23న ఇవి విగించబడారు: మన పండగితెంచాయి. ఎంతంగా విచిత్రంగా తాత్కృతి వాస్తవం ఏర్పడింది. ఎందుకంటే మన పండగితెంచాయి. ఎందుకంటే మన పండగితెంచాయి. ఎందుకంటే మన పండగితెంచాయి. ఎందుకంటే మన పండగితెంచాయి. ఎందుకంటే మన పండగితెంచాయి.

పి. 7. మార్చి 23న ఇవి విగించబడారు: మన పండగితెంచాయి. ఎంతంగా విచిత్రంగా తాత్కృతి వాస్తవం ఏర్పడింది. ఎందుకంటే మన పండగితెంచాయి. ఎందుకంటే మన పండగితెంచాయి. ఎందుకంటే మన పండగితెంచాయి. ఎందుకంటే మన పండగితెంచాయి. ఎందుకంటే మన పండగితెంచాయి.

పి. 8. మార్చి 23న ఇవి విగించబడారు: మన పండగితెంచాయి. ఎంతంగా విచిత్రంగా తాత్కృతి వాస్తవం ఏర్పడింది. ఎందుకంటే మన పండగితెంచాయి. ఎందుకంటే మన పండగితెంచాయి. ఎందుకంటే మన పండగితెంచాయి. ఎందుకంటే మన పండగితెంచాయి. ఎందుకంటే మన పండగితెంచాయి.

9-40 a.m.
SCRAPING OF STAMP DUTY FOR ENROLMENT OF ADVOCATE

(a) whether it is a fact that in several States, no stamp duty is levied for enrolment of an Advocate;

(b) whether there is any proposal to scrap the levy of stamp duty in our State also;

(c) the total receipts of stamp duty for enrolment collected by the State from 1-11-1956 to this date;

(d) the extent of amount spent; and

(e) whether there is any proposal to make over this amount to the Bar Council for any Welfare schemes for the junior members of the profession and the retired members of the profession and such needy members of the profession?
ILLEGAL POSSESSION OF LAND IN
PANTANGI VILLAGE OF
RAMANNAPET TALUQ

(a) Whether it is a fact that the land in S. No. 100 in Pantangi village of Ramannapet taluk is in the illegal possession of an adjacent big pattadar;

(b) Whether the Joint Collector, Nalgonda has issued one sided decision in favour of the illegal possessor on market value, by ever looking the recommendation of the Talsildar, Ramannapet, and Sub-Collector, Bhongir; and

(c) Whether the local local M L. A. has represented the matter to the Joint Collector on 20-11-1980, and to the hon. Chief Minister and Revenue Minister on 19-12-1980 during their visit to Bhongir for reconsideration; if so, the action taken in the matter and if not, the reasons thereof?

8048 (E)—O. Sarvasri K. Narasimha Reddy (Bhongir) S. Pochaiah, (Alaer—SC) N. Sripathi Rao (Choppadandi) and K. Varada Reddy (Jangaon): Will the Minister for Revenue be pleased to state:

1. S. No. 100 0.20
2. S. No. 101 0.10
3. S. No. 102 0.10
4. S. No. 103 0.18

Total 1.18
23rd March, 1982
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L. A. O. POSTPONED FROM 18-3-1982
PURCHASING OF NOTE BOOKS AT ABNORMAL PRICES
BY B. D. O. MADHIRA

16—

8215 Q—Sri M. Omkar: Will the Minister for Panchayati Raj be pleased to state:

(a) Whether it is a fact that the B.D.O., Madhira Panchayat Samithi, Khammam district has purchased note books worth lakhs of rupees at abnormal prices i.e. 40 pages note books at Rs. 3.50 and at Rs. 4 and that too in the name of International Year of Children (1980), which were of no use for the Children;

(b) if so, what action has been taken against the guilty; and

(c) what action is proposed to be taken to prevent such occurrences in future?

8215 (a) (b) (c) M&*t!T. U*og&*S^3&) :
Oral Answers to Questions

9-30 a.m.

If sufficient information is furnished, I will have it enquired. We will have a thorough enquiry caused.

Sri Ch. Rambupal Reddy
Oral Answers to Questions 23rd March, 1982

1. Who is the chief minister of the state?

2. What is the current status of the power project?

3. What is the expected completion date of the project?

4. Have there been any delays in the construction schedule?

5. What steps will be taken to ensure the completion of the project on time?

6. Can you provide an update on the progress of the project?

7. What are the future plans for the project?

8. What measures are being taken to address any environmental concerns?

that will be checked up and necessary action will be taken.

9. Have there been any changes in the project budget?

10. What is the current financial status of the project?

11. What is the status of the tendering process for the project?

12. What is the expected cost of the project?

13. What measures are being taken to ensure the safety of the workers?

14. What is the expected impact of the project on the local economy?

15. What is the expected impact of the project on the environment?
Let me first of all check up the details. I will try my best to take action. It can be to-morrow or to-day even. We will take all possible action.

However, based on the enquiry report, charges have been framed against B. D. O. also and disciplinary action is in the process..."

SRIRAMCH. RAMBHUPAL REDDY: As early as possible, we will have it enquired.
Ora! Answers to Questions 23rd March, 1982

SR! P. JANARDHAN REDDY: Sir, how can Sri Srinivasul Reddy clarify? He is not a Minister now.

SR! N. SRINIVASUL REDDY: Sir, I am not trying to clarify. Since they are trying to mislead the House, I am rising on a point of order.

SR! M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: Sir, he must seek the permission of the Chair.

SR! NALLAPAREDDY SRINIVASUL REDDY: Sir, I am speaking on a point of order. Mr. Omkar is trying to mislead the House.

(Translation)

SR! NALLAPAREDDY SRINIVASUL REDDY: Sir, I am speaking on a point of order. Mr. Omkar is trying to mislead the House.

(Translation)

SR! R. JAYANARAYANA: Mr. Omkar is trying to mislead the House. He must seek the permission of the Chair.

(Translation)

SR! B. N. R. REDDY: How can Sri Srinivasul Reddy clarify? He is not a Minister now.

(Translation)

SR! J. G. S. REDDY: Mr. Omkar is trying to mislead the House. He must seek the permission of the Chair.

(Translation)

SR! S. K. REDDY: How can Sri Srinivasul Reddy clarify? He is not a Minister now.

(Translation)

SR! K. N. REDDY: Mr. Omkar is trying to mislead the House. He must seek the permission of the Chair.

(Translation)

SR! V. N. REDDY: Mr. Omkar is trying to mislead the House. He must seek the permission of the Chair.

(Translation)

SR! P. V. REDDY: Mr. Omkar is trying to mislead the House. He must seek the permission of the Chair.
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Question 1: What was the significance of the 1959 rebellion in India? Mustafa. The 1959 rebellion in India was significant because it marked a major challenge to the country's sovereignty. The rebellion was led by politicians and activists who sought to assert their rights and demands. It also highlighted the deep-seated political and social issues that were facing the nation at the time. The government responded to the rebellion with a strong military presence, and the rebellion was eventually suppressed.

Question 2: What were the main issues that the 1959 rebellion in India sought to address? It sought to address issues such as language, religion, and statehood. The rebellion was a response to what many believed were unfair policies regarding language and religion, and to the idea of a single, unified state.

Question 3: What were the outcomes of the 1959 rebellion in India? The rebellion was eventually suppressed, but it had a lasting impact on Indian politics and society. It contributed to the growth of regionalism and the rise of India's political parties. It also highlighted the importance of addressing the needs and demands of marginalized groups.
BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

3. Question 329: Shri B. S. Deo. regarding conversion of Meter gauge into Broad gauge railway line between Guntur and Macherla. The Minister replied that the Minister for Railways had sanctioned the conversion of the line between Guntur and Macherla to Broad gauge.

A.C.B. suspends cement scandal probe: The Hon'ble Minister of State for Home, Shri A. N. R. V. S. Murthy, said that the enquiry into the cement scandal would go ahead and would not be stopped. And the Chief Minister said.
Mr. S. JAIPAL REDDY: Sir, the files might be sent to the Speaker as early as possible and an early date may have to be fixed. Otherwise, the very purpose of sending the files would be lost.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: The Secretary has informed that they are being sent.

Mr. A. MADAN MOHAN: Sir, we would like to know from the Leader of the House and the so-called Law Minister whether he is handling the Law portfolio and if not, in what manner it was taken away and the reasons therefor.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: What has the Leader of the House to say on this?

SRI M. VENKAIH Naidu: Is he the Leader of the House or of the Congress (I) Party? The Leader of the House must be elected by the House. He is only nominated by the Congress (I) Party.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: The major group is the Congress (I) Party and that is the ruling Party.

SRI M. VENKAIH Naidu: The major group is the Congress (I) Party and he is their leader.
SRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: No, he is the Leader of the House and he most explain now.

SRI A. MADAN MOHAN: We all know that it is the prerogative of the Chief Minister and none has any right to question. He exercised that prerogative.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: It is not yet notified in the Gazette or else they could have informed the chair, that is their plea.

SRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: Point of order, Sir Regarding Leader of the House, it is presume that it has been gazetted. Then fact remains that it has not been gazetted, and the change of portfolio has not been brought to the notice of the speaker. If we are to address a question in respect of Law, to whom we have to address? Since the Speaker is seized of this matter, this becomes relevant. I am saying with all the authority at my command that this portfolio was snatched away from Mr. Madan Mohan on the representation of Mr. Baga Reddy, Minister. if that is so what really provoked the Minister to make the complaint? What provoked the Chief Minister to snatch away that portfolio and what made Mr. Madan Mohan to suffer it silently?

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: The Leader of the House has been telling that it is a prerogative of the Chief Minister.

SRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: It is true, Sir. In other words the Speaker is seized of the entire issue. The point is that this particular issue has been referred to the Speaker and nobody other than the Speaker is seized of the matter. This sudden illegal, informal, clandestine change in the portfolio has come about in this context. It is nothing but a reflection of the House and the Chair.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: The Chief Minister is not in the House. He is in the other House.
SRI P. SUNDARAIAH : As per Business Advisory Committee decisions, the House may be upto 31st. This should be completed before 31st.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : Let the leader of the House inform the Chief Minister and see that the file is put up in the Chambers of the Speaker.

SRI M VENKAIYAH NAIDU : The charge is that the records are tampered. The Government has not denied it so far.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : I will fix up the date. I thought the Chief Minister would place it immediately.

SRI M VENKAIYAH NAIDU : No, No. It is a fact that the portfolio has been changed.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : That may be a fact.

SRI M VENKAIYAH NAIDU : Why at this particular juncture, when the Cabinet was formed nearly 20 days back and when the portfolios have been distributed) The Chief Minister has taken enough time to distribute the portfolios. He has kept Mr. Prasad for two days in suspense. Even now when the discussion has taken place in the House he has changed the portfolios.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: The Leader of the House may see that the file is sent to my Chambers.

SRI A. MADAN MOHAN: By what time?

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: By to-day evening or tomorrow.

SRI A. MADAN MOHAN: I will pass the information on to the Chief Minister.

SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: How can he say that he will pass it on to the Chief Minister. It is an irresponsible reply.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I will tell to this August House that this Notification has been issued already.

"REALLOCATION OF BUSINESS AMONG MINISTERS."

Under Clause (3) of Article 166 of the Constitution of India read with sub-rule (1) of Rule 5 of the Andhra Pradesh Government Business Rules, the Governor of Andhra Pradesh reallocates the subjects “Legislature Affairs including Legislators’ Hostels and Legislators “Housing” to Sri A. Madan Mohan, Minister for Medical and Health and Law and the subjects “Law and Courts” to Sri B. Venkataram, Chief Minister with immediate effect.

SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: What is the date?

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: March 18th.

SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: This Gazette Notification was made on 18th and the House is not informed. The Speaker is not informed of it. The House is not taken into confidence.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I am very happy at least the Opposition Leaders are interested in the authority of the Speaker and you are upholding my right. You are bringing to my notice, I am happy about it. At the same time, of course it is a trivial matter.
SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: No. It is a serious matter.

SRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: Point of order, Sir.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: How am I to with the business if you go on raising the points of order?

SRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: There is no ceiling on points of order.

May I bring to your notice Sir.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I can hear number of points of order. Let all the answers be laid on the Table of the House.

SRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: The question hour is over.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Then how about the Calling Attentions and matters under Rule 329.

What is the solution you are offering?

SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: It is not their right. The speaker has got every right because the Chief Minister agreed to place all the records in the chambers, so the chair can fix up the date.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I told the Leader of House.

SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: He said he will pass on. He the same phrase.
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Did you say like that?

The Chair has got every right to decide about the time. You fix to-day evening. It is a serious matter. The Chair has got every right to decide about the time. You fix to-day evening. It is a serious matter.

For my own part I don't want to take the responsibility. It is on the Government. They have to come and hand over the file to me.

SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: they may not hand over the file. Then what do you do?

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: That is a different issue. I am bound to the House and not to the Government.
SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: Why did not the Chief Minister present?

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: As soon as I go to the chambers I will speak to the Chief Minister and see that the file is brought, we will immediately go into that.

SRI S. JAI PAL REDDY: I bring another point to your notice.

SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: It will not affect the case?

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Why should I ask them? It is up to them to send it to me. That is a different issue.

SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: What we are appealing to the Chair is will this not amount to shifting the case? Will this not prejudice the case?

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Why don't you take it like this. The Leader of the House is over-burdened with number of portfolios. So he is given the Legislature apart from Medical and Health.

SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: The Legislature business is more than Law and Courts.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: It is the Chief Minister's prerogative. I cannot question it.
You have got every authority to call for the file immediately.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : But the Chief Minister is not available in the House.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : I will do it in the meantime.

MATTER UNDER RULE 329

Re: Collusion of Jayanthi Janata Express with a tourist Bus, at Kolanur Railway Crossing.

SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU : It is a matter concerning with General Administration Department and R & B. He says the Leader of the House will answer. G. A. D. is looked after by the Chief Minister.
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MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: The Leader of the House can answer on behalf of the Chief Minister or on behalf of any Minister.

SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: He can intervene but the Minister should be present.

SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: This is a serious incident.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: The Chief Minister has gone to the other House to move a condolence resolution on the demise of Sri J. B. Kripalani.

SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: It was such a serious incident and even the Central Minister has flown from Delhi. Our Chief Minister has not gone to that place. He has gone afterwards. But at least he must be present in the House to-day.
మరుసంస్కృతం (రాష్ట్రీయ): 

1. సంస్కృతం (భాష): 

అంగులం, రుద్రతీథం అవస్థలో ఒకరికి తపస్సు చేసే విషయం. సుమారు 100 రోజుల దానంగా ఈ విషయం. 

2. భాషా విభాగం (కార్యాలయ): 

సాధారణంగా మనిషి ప్రస్తుతంలో ఐదు 100 రోజుల శాస్త్రవుత్తుడు. ఈ పదార్థం వివిధ ప్రాంభములను పరిష్కరిస్తుంది. ఈ పదార్థం సాధారణంగా ఐదు 100 రోజుల శాస్త్రవుత్తుడు. ఒక విషయం ప్రత్యేక అవస్థలో ఇది సాధారణంగా ఐదు 100 రోజుల శాస్త్రవుత్తుడు. 

3. సాధారణంగా ప్రత్యేక మేనేజిమెంట్ (విషయం): 

సాధారణంగా మనిషి ప్రాంభములను పరిష్కరిస్తుంది. ఈ పదార్థం సాధారణంగా ఐదు 100 రోజుల శాస్త్రవుత్తుడు. 

4. భాషా విభాగం (శాస్త్రవు): 

సాధారణంగా మనిషి ప్రాంభములను పరిష్కరిస్తుంది. ఈ పదార్థం సాధారణంగా ఐదు 100 రోజుల శాస్త్రవుత్తుడు.
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ఈ మ: మాత్రము: (మేనేజర్) : అయినా అడవిలేని మనిషి వాసింది. మాత్రము కనుక కొంతం ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు కనుక కొంతం ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు. మాత్రము కనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు కనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు. ఇది మెనేజర్ కొనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు కనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు. ఇది మెనేజర్ కొనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు కనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు. ఇది మెనేజర్ కొనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు కనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు. ఇది మెనేజర్ కొనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు కనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు. ఇది మెనేజర్ కొనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు కనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు. ఇది మెనేజర్ కొనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు కనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు. ఇది మెనేజర్ కొనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు కనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు. ఇది మెనేజర్ కొనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు కనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు. ఇది మెనేజర్ కొనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు కనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు. ఇది మెనేజర్ కొనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు కనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు. ఇది మెనేజర్ కొనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు కనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు. ఇది మెనేజర్ కొనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు కనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు. ఇది మెనేజర్ కొనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు కనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు. ఇది మెనేజర్ కొనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు కనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు. ఇది మెనేజర్ కొనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు కనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు. ఇది మెనేజర్ కొనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు కనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు. ఇది మెనేజర్ కొనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు కనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు. ఇది మెనేజర్ కొనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు కనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు. ఇది మెనేజర్ కొనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు కనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు. ఇది మెనేజర్ కొనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు కనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు. ఇది మెనేజర్ కొనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు కనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు. ఇది మెనేజర్ కొనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు కనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు. ఇది మెనేజర్ కొనుక ప్రత్యేక ఐదుబట్టులు లేదు.
Iam protesting at the attitude of the Central Government. I am protesting at the Central Government. They don't's brother. They don't's brother. They don't's brother. They don't's brother. They don't's brother. They don't's brother. They don't's brother. They don't's brother. They don't's brother. They don't's brother. They don't's brother. They don't's brother. They don't's brother. They don't's brother.
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10-56 a.m.

సుమారు 10 ఎడారి బాధ్యత లేదు మరింత కొంత కంటే సుమారు 10 ఎడారి ప్రతి పాములను సంచిప్పబడింది. ఇతర ప్రత్యేక సంచిప్పలు ఉంది. తరువాత కార్యకాలాను అధ్యాయం చేసినప్పటి ఉద్దేశ్యం చెప్పబడింది. అధ్యాయం కార్యకాలాను చేసినప్పటికి ఉద్దేశయం చెప్పబడాలి. కార్యకాలాను అధ్యాయం చేసినప్పటికి ఉద్దేశయం చెప్పబడాలి.

21-2-1982 న ప్రదేశ నియమాన్ని ప్రామాణిక ప్రత్యేకత ప్రతిసరి అధ్యాయం చేసినప్పటి ఉద్దేశయం చెప్పబడాలి. కార్యకాలాను అధ్యాయం చేసినప్పటికి ఉద్దేశయం చెప్పబడాలి.

అధ్యాయం ప్రదేశ నియమాన్ని ప్రతిసరి అధ్యాయం చేసినప్పటి ఉద్దేశయం చెప్పబడాలి. అధ్యాయం కార్యకాలాన్ని ప్రదేశ నియమాన్ని ప్రతిసరి అధ్యాయం చేసినప్పటి ఉద్దేశయం చెప్పబడాలి. కార్యకాలాను అధ్యాయం చేసినప్పటి ఉద్దేశయం చెప్పబడాలి.
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SRI B. VENKATRAM : I take note of the suggestion. Sir.

SRI 2. VENKATRAM : I take note of the suggestion. Sir.

SRI 3. VENKATRAM : I take note of the suggestion. Sir.
SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: I am not a signatory, but even then I request that this map be taken up on humanitarian grounds.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Let this 329 be over.

SRI B. VENKATRAM: Sri Baga Reddy has told me in the morning that he is ready with the file and anytime you order he will hand over the file. The Speaker's convenient time may be given and that would be handed over.

(interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: No more discussion on this.

SRI B. VENKATRAM: Hon'ble Speaker may kindly inform the convenient time to the Opposition leader, Government Chief Whip as well as the Minister concerned including myself.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Yes.
Re: Acute drought conditions prevailing in Mahaboobnagar and Nalgonda districts.

Sir,

Matter Under Rule 329
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11.00 a.m.

ప్రతిభ, మీరు కనుక్కొనండి సమాచారానికి యొక్క ప్రాతాపం కూడా అంచనా కార్యాలను సంచారించండి. రాతిలో, ప్రకాశం, సాధనాల ఫలితాలు కాపాడం కూడా సూచించండి. సాధనాలను అనుసరించి కాపాడం వారిల్లి ప్రాతాపం సూచించండి. కొనసాగి స్థాయిలో ఉన్న సమాచారానికి తోక వారిల్లి ప్రాతాపం సూచించండి. తేదీ నాటికి తోక వారిల్లి ప్రాతాపం సూచించండి. 10-15 మింటుల మొదటి సమయంలో ఉన్న సమాచారానికి తోక వారిల్లి ప్రాతాపం సూచించండి. 10-15 మింటుల మొదటి సమయంలో ఉన్న సమాచారానికి తోక వారిల్లి ప్రాతాపం సూచించండి. 10-15 మింటుల మొదటి సమయంలో ఉన్న సమాచారానికి తోక వారిల్లి ప్రాతాపం సూచించండి.
Matter Under Rule 329  
23rd March, 1982  

The Hon. Mr. Justice 

On the 23rd March, 1982, the Hon. Mr. Justice [Name] 322 (1) held a Public Hearing under Rule 329. The Hon. Mr. Justice 322 (2) directed that the hearing 323 (3) be held at 11-10 a.m. on 324 (4) a date to be 325 (5) fixed by the 326 (6) party. The Hon. Mr. Justice 327 (7) directed that the 328 (8) hearing be held in 329 (9) the usual manner. The Hon. Mr. Justice 330 (10) directed that the 331 (11) proceedings be 332 (12) recorded and 333 (13) transmitted to 334 (14) the appropriate 335 (15) authorities.
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మాత్రమే లభించింది. ఇంకా ప్రతిష్ఠితం కాని అభిప్రయాణ యోగ్యత లేదు అవుతుంది. ఇది పరిపాలన శాస్త్ర వైద్య శాస్త్రానికి సంబంధించి ఉత్తరం కూడా ఉందుంది. అంశీత శాస్త్రపు శాస్త్ర శాస్త్ర వైద్య శాస్త్రానికి సంబంధించి ఉత్తరం కూడా ఉంది.

అంశీత శాస్త్రపు శాస్త్రానికి సంబంధించి ఉత్తరం కూడా ఉంది.
Matter Under Rule 329
23rd March, 1982

The Board of Directors of
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23rd March, 1982
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11-20 a.m.

ప్రగతి సంచాలన: మస్తుగి తారాత్రి, 18 నంది నిమగ్ణ మాధ్యమానికి వినిలుపించాలని బిదిలించాలని. దీనికి మాత్రమే కాలమే. మాత్రమే మాత్రమే ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 300 అమలు 20 మందు వనరుతుంది. మొత్తం మాత్రమే ఇంటి. 200 అమలు 20 మందు వనరుతుంది. 100 అమలు ఇంటి ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 500 అమలు 50 మందు వనరుతుంది. 100 అమలు ఇంటి ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 600 అమలు 60 మందు వనరుతుంది. 305 అమలు ఇంటి ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 140 అమలు ఇంటి ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 140 అమలు ఇంటి ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 35 అమలు ఇంటి ఎన్నిక చేసేది.

ప్రగతి సంచాలన: మస్తుగి తారాత్రి తేడాది ఎన్నిక మాత్రమే ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 200 చిన్న చిన్న ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 100 చిన్న చిన్న ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 500 చిన్న చిన్న ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 305 చిన్న చిన్న ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 140 చిన్న చిన్న ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 140 చిన్న చిన్న ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 35 చిన్న చిన్న ఎన్నిక చేసేది.

Stoppage of all activities of Posts and Telegraphs Department in Podili, Prakasam District.

ప్రగతి సంచాలన: మస్తుగి తారాత్రి తేడాది ఎన్నిక మాత్రమే ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 200 చిన్న చిన్న ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 100 చిన్న చిన్న ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 500 చిన్న చిన్న ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 305 చిన్న చిన్న ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 140 చిన్న చిన్న ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 140 చిన్న చిన్న ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 35 చిన్న చిన్న ఎన్నిక చేసేది.

ప్రగతి సంచాలన: మస్తుగి తారాత్రి తేడాది ఎన్నిక మాత్రమే ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 200 చిన్న చిన్న ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 100 చిన్న చిన్న ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 500 చిన్న చిన్న ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 305 చిన్న చిన్న ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 140 చిన్న చిన్న ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 140 చిన్న చిన్న ఎన్నిక చేసేది. 35 చిన్న చిన్న ఎన్నిక చేసేది.
ANNOUNCEMENT

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I have received a letter from Sri M. Adeyya and Sri C. Narayana stating that they have resigned from the Congress-I Party and would like to sit as an independent group.

SRI P. SRIRAMAMURTY: For what reasons have they resigned?

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I do not know.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

SRI V. SOBHANADREESWARA RAO: I made a request to you to see that the Hon’ble Minister makes a statement regarding Guntur—Macherla line.

SRI M. MANIK RAO: This has been discussed with the officers of the south central Railway and one of the Members of the Railway Board along with all the pending cases in Andhra Pradesh I have a complete report. The Government of India and the Planning Commission have decided at the national level and out of Rs. 42 crores allotted by the Planning Commission to the whole construction work of railways throughout the country we are getting Rs. 5 crores. Regarding this Guntur—Macherla line I will bring it to the notice of the concerned railway authorities and I will also take it up at our next meeting with those people.

SRI V. SOBHANADREESWARA RAO: I am thankful; he has given the answer.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Now we go the next item.

SRI V. SOBHANADREESWARA RAO: Let him clarify certain points.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: No, let there be no further discussion.

SRI V. SOBHANADREESWARA RAO: How can you deny my right to have a clarification from the Minister.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I have not allowed you.

SRI V. SOBHANADREESWARA RAO: It is our right to ask the Minister. It is for that purpose we are elected and we are sitting here. I want a clarification.

SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: For call-attention notices addressed to the Chief Minister who is dealing with law and
order, he must reply in the ordinary course. The Chair has allowed the Minister for Health to reply on his behalf. During Sri Anjaiah's period also the House was informed that such and such a subject would be dealt with by such and such a Minister.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I am now interested in finishing the business.

SRI V. SOBHANADREESWARA RAO: Does the Chair think that this matter can be taken lightly.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: You cannot raise an issue as and when you like.

SRI V. SOBHANADREESWARA RAO: Why don't you give me an opportunity.

SRI MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I have given you an opportunity. There are so many matters under Rule 329. If you take so much time the ruling party will say that I am allowing only the Opposition members to speak.

SRI V. SOBHANADREESWARA RAO: Sitting in the Opposition we have not prevented the ruling party members from bringing matter under Rule 329 or any other rule. We have not objected to the Hon'ble Speaker giving them an opportunity.

CALLING ATTENTION TO MATTERS OF URGENT PUBLIC IMPORTANCE

Re: Incidents of Acid burns, while throwing Coloured water, during Holi Festival.

11-30 a.m.
CaMing Attention to Matter 23rd March, 1982

9-20कोले 11.00 निका. 2020 शकांको 2 दा.भ. ताईस्ता देखि मामले तिनको समय दिनहरू र समय शाखालाई बोल्नको लागि अ.मा.प्र. भर्जी रायोत्तम. 15कोले 20 बोल्दा गरे कोडोरे 11,15 र साउंड जलानको लागि अ.मा.प्र. भर्जी रायोत्तमलाई तरी तिनका को कैटल कोठोल केही गर्नका लागि रोपौँछ। मनोहरलाई तिनको 9.20 कोले 23 दशमलाई भर्जी रायोत्तमलाई र रेखा गनणका लागि गर्ने रोपाउ। भर्जीलाई दसीलाई 10कोले तिनका र रेखा गनणका लागि गर्ने रोपाउ। यसैलाई भर्जीलाई 16कोले तिनका र रेखा गनणका लागि गर्ने रोपाउ। भर्जीलाई 18कोले तिनका र रेखा गनणका लागि गर्ने रोपाउ।

तय्याब भर्जीलाई 20कोले 10 मामले भण्डेरको लागि गर्ने रोपाउ। 20कोले 20 मामले विकल्पको लागि गर्ने रोपाउ। 20कोले 30 मामले विकल्पको लागि गर्ने रोपाउ। 20कोले 40 मामले विकल्पको लागि गर्ने रोपाउ। 20कोले 50 मामले विकल्पको लागि गर्ने रोपाउ।

मामले भण्डर र विकल्पको लागि गर्दे हात रोपाउ। 18बजे भर्जीलाई 20कोले 20 मामले विकल्पको लागि गर्दे हात रोपाउ। भर्जीलाई 20कोले 30 मामले विकल्पको लागि गर्दे हात रोपाउ। 20कोले 40 मामले विकल्पको लागि गर्दे हात रोपाउ। 20कोले 50 मामले विकल्पको लागि गर्दे हात रोपाउ।

मामले भण्डरको लागि हात रोपाउ। 16वाको 20कोले भर्जीलाई तिनको र रेखा गनणका लागि गर्दे हात रोपाउ। 18बजे भर्जीलाई 20कोले 20 मामले विकल्पको लागि गर्दे हात रोपाउ।
23rd March, 1982

Calling Attention to Matter

INADEQUATE RELIEF TO VILLAGERS SUBMEGREABLE AREAS UNDER SRISAILAM PROJECT

Sr. M. Anuragji

Sirs,

I am writing to bring to your notice the inadequate relief extended to villagers belonging to submarginal areas under the Srisailam Project. Despite the promises made during land acquisition, villagers have not received the promised relief.

The villagers, who have been displaced due to the project, are still awaiting the promised relief. The government's efforts to compensate them have been insufficient and have failed to meet the needs of the affected villagers.

I request your immediate intervention to ensure that the villagers receive the promised relief as soon as possible.

Yours faithfully,

Sr. M. Anuragji
Calling Attention to Matter 23rd March, 1982

2. The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(i) Present, Mr. R. S. Sharma, Mr. A. K. Gupta, Mr. B. K. Singh.

(ii) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(iii) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(iv) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(v) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(vi) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(vii) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(viii) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(ix) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(x) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(xi) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(xii) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(xiii) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(xiv) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(xv) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(xvi) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(xvii) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(xviii) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(xix) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(xx) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(xxi) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(xxii) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(xxiii) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(xxiv) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(xxv) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(xxvi) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(xxvii) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(xxviii) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(xxix) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit

(xxxx) The Board has approved the following new rates with effect from the 26th March, 1982, as follows:

- Rate 26,784: Rs. 6.55 per unit
- Rate 6.55: Rs. 8.18 per unit
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I want the Minister to come to my rescue.

SRI K. VENKATESHWAR RAO: Even the Chair gives an assurance, I will be happy.
Re: Non implementation of the assurance in fixing the water meters to the residential quarters by the Hyderabad city Water Works Department.

(i) [Text not clearly visible]

(ii) [Text not clearly visible]

2. [Text not clearly visible]

3. [Text not clearly visible]
The total number of connections in the twin cities, metered and unmetered is about 1,20,000. Out of them only 17,000 have no meters. In that 5,000 are Government quarters. So, about 12,000 are private connections without meters.

Those having meters will have to pay Rs. 10 and according to the usage, water will be charged. We have contacted Bangalore and Lucknow and they are prepared to supply meters. If the Government takes up, it would cost Rs. 50 lakhs and it is impossible for the Public Health Department. I am also requesting some Members from this side and other side to meet in a couple of days. We want to see how fast we can solve this problem. I want you to kindly cooperate and advise us as to what exactly we should do. We are worried about the private meters. We want the cooperation of consumers, Hon. Members and then we will take a decision. We are concerned about the public health. You must be clear in your mind when telling this august House.
But, it would not be fair to insist on an assurance. You want pipe-lines to be laid and the water charges have grown tremendously...

Re: Death of two children at the Nuclear Fuel Complex due to the burning of the accumulated stock of scrap.

Government cannot afford to spend Rs. 50 lakhs on these metres. This is not a lending organisation where we can have all these meters. That is why I do not want to give vague promises. It is not possible. Penalties, whether they are being levied, I will enquire and see why they are doing it. If I give an assurance, it should be kept up. That is why I am very particular when giving an assurance. Otherwise, I am evasive, I never say that we will do it. After saying that I will do it, I cannot go back. I do not think there is even one instance like that. With all the respect to the Hon. Members, I say so, Sir.

Re: Death of two children at the Nuclear Fuel Complex due to the burning of the accumulated stock of scrap.
Calling Attention to Matter
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SMT. B. SAROJINI PULLA REDDY: The Magisterial enquiry will start from 24th March. The possible causes for present accident: The present accident occurred when the Children were salvaging the waste material from the waste dump in the open land. According to Nuclear Fuel Complex, they are dumping only harmless wastes which are not inflammable.

That cannot be true. Burn of flammable material is certainly there. That is why children were burnt. That is one point. Another thing they have told was that they are making arrangements for disposal of even the harmless wastes presently dumped in unfenced open site, by burial in a fenced area, adjoining the Atomic Burial ground and they are inviting tenders for providing chainlink fencing for this disposal site, until this fencing is completed. They will be storing this material in a shed adjacent to evaporation ponds and at the site where the material is already dumped. NFC has posted a guard and stated that all these dumped material will be collected and shifted to a Burial site in the fenced area.

But the accident has shown that they are certainly reckless. After all science is advancing, it is for the protection of human life. We are terribly unhappy. I want to say we are very very unhappy. They are very negligent. Before the Magisterial enquiry, I wish to say, as a woman, I feel the children died. So we have to take more care about this. I say with all humility at my command, The are testing. There is some Nitrate pollution. We have already moved the Defence Ministry in Delhi. I will certainly meet the Minister. We take all the precautions at our command and see that NFC does not indulge in such activities.
SMT. B. SAROJINI PULLA REDDY: I shall get all these details by to-morrow and place it on the Table of the House.

SRI P. JANARDHAN REDDY: We appreciate the Minister's reply. Kindly get the information on this also. Your own Chief Engineer, Mr. Krishna Rao said that the high nitrate content was due to the release of effluents from NFC. The nitrate levels were as high as 450 to 500 parts per million (PPM) against the permissible 50 PPM (High nitrate levels in water can lead to 'blue baby syndrome' under which the child turns blue due to loss of oxygen in blood). 

SMT. B. SAROJINI PULLA REDDY: I don't know whether it is possible to cancel the licence. We have given some villages the protected water supply from Manjira. We go round again as to how many more villages are affected by this. That information also we will give tomorrow.

PAPERS LAI-dom ON THE TABLE.


DR. Y. S. RAJASEKHARA REDDY: I beg to lay on the Table.

SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: Point of order, Sir. I am not going into merits. Whereas the above decision of the Andhra Pradesh High Court has not been brought to the notice of the Andhra Pradesh Administrative Tribunal either by the Advocate for the petitioner or by the Government Pleader for Revenue Services. It has not been brought to the notice of the Andhra Pradesh Administrative Tribunal either by the Advocate for the petitioner or by the Government Pleader for Revenue Services.

I am using the harsh language. This is not the first time but during the last session also it was brought to your notice. They are placing without signatures on the Table of the House. Now what action has been taken against the Pleader?

He is accusing the petitioner. What action the Government proposes to take against the Government Pleader?
DR. Y. S. RAJSEKHAR REDDY: As laid down in the statute I have placed on the Table, the most responsible Minister. He is he convinced with the Paper?

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Unless you give in writing I cannot go into details.

SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: I am giving the motion.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: You should also have seen that on behalf of the Minister some Secretary will sign.

SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: It is in the Rules. You please see.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: The motion for it will be signed 12-20 p.m. by the Minister and the concerned Secretary will place it. That is the procedure, I hope.

SRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: Yes.


MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Paper laid.

BUDGET FOR 1982-83 (Vote on Account)

SRI KONA PRABHAKARA RAO: I beg to move:

“That the Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 1125. 12,59,200 in advance in respect of the essential expenditure for a part of the financial year 1982-83 as per the heads of Demands shown in the notice, dated the 17th March, 1982."

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Motion moved.
### HEADS OF DEMANDS SHOWN IN THE NOTICE

**DATED 17-3-82**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demand Number</th>
<th>Service and purpose</th>
<th>Sums not exceeding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.</td>
<td>State Legislature</td>
<td>Rs. 1,00,61,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.</td>
<td>Governor and Council of Ministers</td>
<td>Rs. 79,01,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III.</td>
<td>Administration of Justice</td>
<td>Rs. 6,52,90,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV.</td>
<td>Elections</td>
<td>Rs. 3,61,73,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V.</td>
<td>General Administrative Services</td>
<td>Rs. 9,01,38,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI.</td>
<td>District Administration</td>
<td>Rs. 18,81,97,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII.</td>
<td>Land Revenue Department</td>
<td>Rs. 3,90,55,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII.</td>
<td>Stamps and Registration</td>
<td>Rs. 2,31,23,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX.</td>
<td>Excise Administration</td>
<td>Rs. 6,28,01,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X.</td>
<td>Commercial Taxes Administration</td>
<td>Rs. 5,28,76,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI.</td>
<td>Transport Department</td>
<td>Rs. 6,94,99,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XII.</td>
<td>Treasury and Accounts</td>
<td>Rs. 4,8,79,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIII.</td>
<td>Police Administration</td>
<td>Rs. 4,83,74,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIV.</td>
<td>Jails Administration</td>
<td>Rs. 3,16,46,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XV.</td>
<td>Stationery and Printing Department</td>
<td>Rs. 5,93,86,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVI.</td>
<td>Public Works</td>
<td>Rs. 12,15,48,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVII.</td>
<td>Fire Services</td>
<td>Rs. 2,04,29,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVIII.</td>
<td>Pensions</td>
<td>Rs. 26,30,75,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIX.</td>
<td>Political and other Pensions</td>
<td>Rs. 2,20,46,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XX.</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Rs. 181,27,00,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXI.</td>
<td>Medical and Health Services</td>
<td>Rs. 86,86,14,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXII.</td>
<td>Housing</td>
<td>Rs. 4,65,70,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXIII.</td>
<td>Urban Development</td>
<td>Rs. 23,86,16,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXIV.</td>
<td>Information and Publicity</td>
<td>Rs. 2,64,41,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXV.</td>
<td>Labour and Employment</td>
<td>Rs. 6,06,24,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXVI.</td>
<td>Civil Supplies Administration</td>
<td>Rs. 2,05,30,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXVII.</td>
<td>Social Welfare</td>
<td>Rs. 72,67,47,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXVIII.</td>
<td>Tribal Welfare</td>
<td>Rs. 14,87,24,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXIX.</td>
<td>Women and Child Welfare</td>
<td>Rs. 4,22,07,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXX.</td>
<td>Relief on account of Natural Calamities</td>
<td>Rs. 6,37,03,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXXI.</td>
<td>Relief and Rehabilitation</td>
<td>Rs. 94,99,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXXII.</td>
<td>Administration of Religious Endowments</td>
<td>Rs. 68,56,200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Budget for 1982–83

(Vote on Account)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demand Number</th>
<th>Service and purpose</th>
<th>Sums not exceeding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXXIII.</td>
<td>Co-operation</td>
<td>Rs. 20,63,04,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXXIV.</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Rs. 60,32,91,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXXV.</td>
<td>Minor Irrigation</td>
<td>Rs. 10,72,79,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXXVI.</td>
<td>Animal Husbandry</td>
<td>Rs. 9,20,78,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXXVII</td>
<td>Dairy Development</td>
<td>Rs. 64,38,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXXVIII.</td>
<td>Fisheries</td>
<td>Rs. 5,12,50,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXXIX.</td>
<td>Forests</td>
<td>Rs. 13,96,81,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL.</td>
<td>Community Development</td>
<td>Rs. 48,15,55,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLI.</td>
<td>Industries</td>
<td>Rs. 14,58,88,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLII.</td>
<td>Village and Small Industries</td>
<td>Rs. 3,95,31,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLIII.</td>
<td>Mines and Minerals</td>
<td>Rs. 4,07,97,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLIV.</td>
<td>Multipurpose River Projects</td>
<td>Rs. 60,81,97,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLV.</td>
<td>Irrigation</td>
<td>Rs. 158,50,31,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLVI.</td>
<td>Power Development</td>
<td>Rs. 55,99,71,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLVII.</td>
<td>Minor Port Development</td>
<td>Rs. 1,15,64,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XLVIII.</td>
<td>Road Development</td>
<td>Rs. 52,65,49,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIX.</td>
<td>Tourism</td>
<td>Rs. 24,86,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.</td>
<td>Compensations and Assignments to Local Bodies and Panchayat Raj Institutions</td>
<td>Rs. 17,34,12,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other General Economic Services</td>
<td>Rs. 5,74,95,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loans to Government Servants and other Miscellaneous Loans</td>
<td>Rs. 7,41,25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rs. 1125,12,59,200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Discussion on Budget for 1982–83

(Vote on Account)

1. **Discussion:** The budget for 1982–83 has been presented. It includes various sectors such as Agriculture, Fisheries, Forests, and others, with specific allocations for each. The total budget amounts to Rs. 1125,12,59,200.

2. **Issues:** Some sectors, such as Agriculture, have seen a significant increase in funding. This is aimed at boosting the growth of the agricultural sector. Other important areas like Community Development and Minor Irrigation also received substantial allocations.

3. **Conclusion:** The budget aims to achieve balanced development across various sectors. Further, efforts have been directed towards improving infrastructure and services to enhance the quality of life in rural areas.
He said that discussions between the State and the Planning Commission had been only formal without any discussion having taken place on the objectives and programme of the overall Plan itself, which would have contributed to an integrated approach to planning.

when his Government sought to raise these issues with the Planning Commission, it was told that the Planning Commission was aware of the significance of the issues raised but did not have the mandate to discuss them.

He said that one of the issues raised was that a stable climate of prices was a pre-condition for a stable climate of growth. A proper approach to land reforms was also necessary.

Such problems not having been tackled he said the Plan would result in increasing inequalities of income and assets rising unemployment and a higher dependence on foreign sources of funds.
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[Text in Telugu]

[Signature]

[Stamp]

[Seal]
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12-30 p.m.

మాత్రమే అనుభవలు ఏంటి ఉండిన ప్రత్యేకించిన మార్గాలు. ఆయామాలకు లేదు మాట్లాడాలు ఉంచడం జరుగిస్తుంది. వారిని చెప్పాలంటే, శాసనాధిక్యం ప్రారంభించడం జరుగుతుంది. అధికారాసాధారణతౌ అధికారానికి లభించే శాసనాధిక్యం ఆయామాలకు లేదు ఎదురు ఉండాలి. 

10 ట్రిలనర్లు లేదు ఇలా ఉండవచ్చు. అధికారాలు అధికారానికి లభించి వచ్చిన ఇది పెంచించారు. సేవలయత్వం చేసేందుకు వారికి లేదా సవాలుండేందుకు వారికి లేదా వారి క్రిష్ణును వారికి చెప్పాలను చేసేందుకు వారికి చెప్పాలను చేసారు. 

5-10 లోకం క్రిష్ణు ఉఇచు అంటే వారికి ఎండి ఉండాలి. ఆయామాల నిలం తినారు కీలకంగా ఉండాలి. రోజు ఎదురు కోరాలి.
వినాయకుడు బాధితమైన విషయము తెలియజేస్తుంది. ఇది ప్రతి సంవత్సరం కేంద్ర నిర్ణయికత నుండి అధికారికంగా అధీనస్థీతిలో ఉంటుంది.

నిర్ణయికత మండలం, సమాసములు లభించిన సంస్థల మధ్య వ్యవస్థాపణను సేకరించడానికి మరో మొదటి సంఖ్యలు అందించారు. అలాంటి మొత్తం నిర్ణయికత ప్రపంచంలో మొదటిగా వివరించబడింది. ఇది ఇక్కడ ప్రతి సంవత్సరం కేంద్ర నిర్ణయికత నుండి అధికారికంగా అధీనస్థీతిలో ఉంటుంది.

సాంస్కృతిక నిర్ణయికత రాష్ట్రంలో ఎలావుతుంది. ఇది ప్రతి సంవత్సరం కేంద్ర నిర్ణయికత నుండి అధీనస్థీతిలో ఉంటుంది. అలాంటి మొత్తం సాంస్కృతిక నిర్ణయికత ప్రపంచంలో మొదటిగా వివరించబడింది. ఇది ఇక్కడ ప్రతి సంవత్సరం కేంద్ర నిర్ణయికత నుండి అధీనస్థీతిలో ఉంటుంది.
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9.6.6.9. 1982-83 23rd March, 1982

(Question)

The Chief Minister, Hon. Shri. Y. V. Subba Reddy, informed the House that the new budget for the financial year 1982-83 had been presented in the House earlier in the day. He said that the budget was designed to meet the needs of the people of the state in various sectors such as education, health, agriculture, water supplies, etc.

The Leader of the Opposition, Hon. Shri. M. S. Reddy, in his reply, expressed his satisfaction with the budget and praised the efforts of the government in providing better facilities to the people of the state. He also highlighted the government's commitment to education and stressed the need for increased funding in this sector.

The Deputy Speaker, Hon. Shri. M. V. R. Reddy, thanked the Chief Minister and the Leader of the Opposition for their speeches and announced that the debate on the budget would continue on the following day.

10.0 p.m.
SHRI A. MADAN MOHAN: Sir, the allegation is not well founded for the mere reason that it was a fact that Dr. Syamala Bhaskaran was transferred on certain representations made. But on re-examination, the Government decided to retain her there only.
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...
1982-83 బడిటి ప్రతిపాదితాలు

23 మార్చి, 1982

(పోటెంటి అంశాల)

ప్రామాణ్యం

లాంటి ప్రతిపాదితాలు లేదా ప్రామాణిక విధానాలను తెలుసుకోవడం సాధనం. లేదా జెల్లింగ్ ను సన్నిహితం చేయడానికి బడిటి ప్రతిపాదితాలను లాంటి ప్రతిపాదితాలు తెలుసుకోవడం సాధనం. భాగంగా సన్నిహితం చేయడానికి బడిటి ప్రతిపాదితాలను లాంటి ప్రతిపాదితాలు తెలుసుకోవడం సాధనం. మొత్తం ఇందులో కంప్యూటర్ నామం లాంటి ప్రతిపాదితాలు తెలుసుకోవడం సాధనం. భాగంగా సన్నిహితం చేయడానికి బడిటి ప్రతిపాదితాలను లాంటి ప్రతిపాదితాలు తెలుసుకోవడం సాధనం.
Whereas the State Government is satisfied that in public interest it is necessary and expedient to declare that offences under so and so when committed in the districts of Nalgonda, Karimnagar, Adilabad, Khammam and Warangal having regard to the lawlessness and troubled situation prevailing in these districts due to activities of unsocial elements.
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"Human methods are vital to meet all the challenges. The police force must have a direction and integrity from Inspector-General down to the ordinary constable. The police must be imbued with a sense of purpose and responsibility. The police must be effective but effectiveness does not mean strong arm methods. The results have to be achieved through means which are democratic and which will be regarded as just and legitimate in a society like ours. We have numerous cases where the worst type of criminals who have indulged in murder, rape, theft and harassment of village people on a very large scale over a long period of time get away scot-free because witnesses do not come forward. Some say there is connivance of police,—I do not know—but they do get away and it remains a fact of life. . . . As I said earlier no organised or civilised society can endorse extra legal methods in the name of effectiveness where it has to contain crime or maintain law and order. Senior officials must bring about a realisation that no action can be really effective unless the methods are legitimate in terms of our social and cultural norms and legal framework of our country."

1-20 p.m.
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September 23rd, 1982

The Hon'ble Governor, in his Budget Speech, has presented the following proposals for the financial year 1982-83.

1. **Education:** The allocation for education is increased to Rs. 1000 million. This is to provide better facilities to the students and to improve the quality of education.

2. **Health:** The budget for health is revised to Rs. 500 million. This includes the expansion of health centers and the provision of essential medicines.

3. **Infrastructure:** The allocation for infrastructure development is doubled to Rs. 1500 million. This includes the construction of new roads and bridges.

4. **Agriculture:** The budget for agriculture is increased to Rs. 2000 million. This includes the provision of irrigation facilities and the distribution of seeds.

5. **Social Welfare:** The allocation for social welfare is increased to Rs. 750 million. This includes the provision of pensions and scholarships.

These proposals are aimed at improving the quality of life for the people of the State.
SRI A. MADAN MOHAN: Sir, I request you to extend the time for filing of nominations to these 3 Committees – viz., Public Undertakings Committee, Estimates Committee and Public Accounts Committee - by 3 more days. Today is the last day.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Time is extended by 3 more days, that is, up to 3 p.m. on 25-3-1982. The House now stands adjourned till 8-30 a.m. tomorrow, 24-3-1982.

(The House then adjourned to meet again at 8-30 a.m. on 24th March 1982)